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Mohamed is a leading cyber security expert in the Middle East. He works as an independent cybercrime researcher and consultant for international organizations. Mohamed is also the president of ISSA (Information Systems Security Association) chapter in Egypt and frequent speaker at national and international conferences. Currently he presents a Technology TV Show called “Tech Talk” on (Cairo Centric), the leading TV Channel in the Middle East.

To be an assessor is a challenging role for anyone. Mohamed explains his opinion, “I wanted to be an assessor because I understand that nothing will expand my knowledge better than accepting challenging roles. Being an assessor is great opportunity to advance my experience in dealing with diverse and interdisciplinary expertise in the 21st century”.

Mohamed Continues, “there are many benefits for becoming an assessor in a leading IT body like BCS. For example, professional recognition in the field, understand how to apply the Skills Framework for Information Age (SFIA) in my career and work, great role to enhance my professionalism and maintain my CPD, and the great feeling of giving something back to the profession”.

As an IT professional living in the Middle East, Mohamed understands that working with international organizations is vital to understand how the world is working around us, Mohamed added. “My role as an assessor with BCS introduced me to different views, expertise, skills and standards that are not available in my region”.